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Phonics Program


Our phonics resources were developed over more than a decade of one-on-one student tutoring across all age groups.
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OnTrack Reading™ Phonics Program 


Teach your struggling reader the complete phonics advanced code with our thoroughly field-tested workbook curriculum.
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OnTrack Reading™ Phonics Program Digital Plus 


The same content as our printed workbook, now as an app! Print worksheets and track progress for multiple students at once.
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OnTrack Reading™ Middle School Phonics Course 


Day-by-day instructional sequence any teacher can use to improve students' ability to decode multisyllable words.











Need an absolute beginner course for young kids? See our Homeschooling Recommendations
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Our full collection of free wordlists organized by sound and syllables
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OnTrack Multisyllable Method™ 


Our simple decoding strategy for chunking words and testing sounds




	








Phonogram Flashcards 


84 letters and digraphs and the common sounds represented by each




	








Phonics Assessment Tests 


Four tests to help you determine a student’s strengths and weaknesses




	








Scope & Sequence 


The outline of our Phonics Workbook and the order of lessons taught




	








Vision Assessment Checklist 


A form to assess if reading struggles may be due to visual skills problems




	








Notation for the 43 Sounds 


Our list of phonemes, consisting of 19 vowel and 24 consonant sounds











A complete digital edition of our word lists is also available from the OnTrack Reading Store
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Our Perspectives


Thoughts on learning to read, phonics instruction, dyslexia, and public policies concerning education.
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From simple tips to complete phonics instruction
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Suggestions for addressing persistent reading problems
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Extensive information on vision therapy and visual skills
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Our best phonics tips and exercises from our program
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Aspects of reading instruction of interest to homeschoolers
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How to effectively tutor your own children and others
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The science and research behind our reading programs
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Highlighting public policies that build better readers
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Designing effective science-based phonics instruction
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The OnTrack Reading™ Phonics Program


Teach your student the phonics advanced code in as little as 8 weeks with our flagship 170-page workbook and instruction manual.





Only $69.90



Buy Now








Middle School Phonics Course


By Rodney Everson • Updated Mar 19th, 2024



OnTrack Reading Phonics Program


Teach your student the phonics advanced code in as little as 8 weeks with our 170-page workbook and instruction manual.





Print Version »


Digital Download »
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The OnTrack Reading Middle School Phonics Course is a mini-curriculum that any content-area teacher in middle school, or even high school, can use to improve your weaker readers’ ability to read multisyllable words. It's designed to be ten 15-minute blocks to be spread over ten class sessions and is based on the Multisyllable Method of the OnTrack Reading Phonics Program.

Following the completion of the ten lessons, the information taught can be productively reinforced by discussing the code structure in some of the more complicated content-area vocabulary words.
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Middle School Phonics Course - Digital Download


$14.95


PDF version. This condensed phonics course describes a day-by-day instructional sequence that any content-area teacher can use to improve their students’ ability to decode multisyllable words.















 



Program Format and License 

The Middle School Phonics Program is available as an inexpensive PDF. 

When you purchase it, you get a lifetime license for one teacher. So, if a school has multiple teachers wanting to use the program, they'd buy a license for each. But if you're an individual teacher buying it, you can use it in all your classes for years to come.

The Potential of This Mini-Curriculum


If a lot of students in your typical class are having trouble with the more complex vocabulary words in your regular curriculum, it's likely that they missed out on phonics instruction in elementary school. In this mini-curriculum, you will be teaching them an efficient way to attack multisyllable words phonetically. In addition, you will be setting them up to improve their phonics knowledge on their own, especially if you take the time during the year to help them break down the phonics code in some of your more difficult content-area vocabulary words.

In short, by dedicating roughly three hours of your class time to this mini-curriculum (and it is a sacrifice, I know), you have the potential, as Christine V. highlights in the nearby quote, to elevate the reading skills of many students. This improvement can benefit them not just during their tenure with you, but for the rest of their schooling and beyond.


 



Christine V: "I teach 5th graders. Even my highest readers have had 'Ah ha!' moments using these rules. I have some very low readers, 2nd and 3rd grade levels, that are now decoding at a much higher rate. Thanks for this resource.”

 



Furthermore, if you take the time to reinforce the lessons during the rest of the semester, their phonics knowledge will continue to improve. All you need to do is display a few vocabulary words each week somewhere in your room and mark up the the phonics coding in each word. 

The marking system I use is simple to use and understand. It's described in the article The OnTrack Reading Coding System. Once you've taught the mini-curriculum, it will be easy for you to pick up.
Prep Time is Always a Consideration

The program isn't scripted, but it is designed so that you can see clearly how to present each day's fifteen minute lesson. The daily preparations are also clearly described for each lesson. You can download an example below to see how the lessons plans are structured.
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Download the First Day's Lesson Plan
PDF Download


 



As with any new curriculum, you'll have background information to learn, especially if phonics is a subject you haven't thought about in a long time. But this is a program that, once you've learned it, can be used year after year if you've been frustrated by having too many students who struggle reading your content-area vocabulary words.


Getting Up to Speed


 



Sharing this easy decoding method could be of real help to the weaker readers in your class

 



You will learn all you need to know about breaking multisyllable words down into chunks while you're teaching the ten lessons in the mini-curriculum. To gain a fuller understanding of our unique method for decoding multisyllable words, you could read the Multisyllable Method Overview article, which describes the foundation upon which the OnTrack Reading Middle School Phonics Course is based. However, if you do purchase the PDF of the mini-curriculum, you will find a similar, but more comprehensive, discussion there.


Other Resources to Help You

The PDF has several appendices you can use to get a good grasp on the phonics code. One of them is the Notation for the 43 Sounds that you can also check out here. It has the notation we use when discussing the phonics code and you should use it with your students. 

Also, we offer a set of Free Phonogram Flash Cards that will give you an idea how we have organized the phonics code in all of the OnTrack Reading materials. Again, appendices in the PDF will also cover that code, but if you look at the flash cards you'll get a good idea of the scope of the phonics information involved. The information on those cards is what you'll be sharing with your students over the remainder of the year as you go over vocabulary words following the ten-lesson curriculum.

Only Have a Few Poor Readers?


If your students didn't get good phonics instruction in elementary school, you probably have a lot of "guessers" in your class. They look at an unfamiliar long word, pick up a few clues from its length, how it begins, and context, and take a guess at it. If you see that a lot, your students need this curriculum.

However, if you only have a few students in your class having trouble reading longer words, It's possible that they have been dealing with undiagnosed vision problems of the sort discussed elsewhere on this site. See Eye Convergence and Reading Ability for an example.


 



By middle school or high school a student's vision problems might either have resolved or his visual system has accommodated somehow

 



Also, it's quite possible that by middle school or high school a student's vision problems will either have resolved or that his visual system has accommodated somehow to compensate for his particular problem. In that case, the student might finally be receptive to phonics instruction, even if he struggled in the early grades. Again, the mini-curriculum here will pull things together for such a student very quickly, especially if he was taught phonics earlier.

Be aware, however, that a student might still be dealing with issues that can make reading quite difficult, even though he or she might be one of your best students. Though such students might easily comprehend the information presented in the mini-curriculum, they might not practice it enough to internalize it because of a general avoidance of print.
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The OnTrack Reading™ Phonics Program


Teach your student the phonics advanced code in as little as 8 weeks with our flagship 170-page workbook and instruction manual.





Only $69.90



Buy Now
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OnTrack Reading Phonics Program

Multisyllable Method Overview


The free OnTrack Reading Multisyllable Method is a decoding strategy for reading multisyllabic words that struggling readers often attempt to read by guessing.
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Perspectives

Eye Convergence and Reading Ability


An inability to converge both eyes to a single point on a page will make it difficult, if not impossible, for a child to learn to read easily and comfortably.
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OnTrack Reading Phonics Program

Notation for the 43 Sounds


This list includes a notation for the 43 sounds, or phonemes, in English phonics, consisting of 19 vowel sounds and 24 consonant sounds.
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OnTrack Reading Phonics Program

Free Phonogram Flash Cards


These 84 flash cards can be used as a stand-alone instructional tool, or to review code knowledge covered in the OnTrack Reading phonics workbook.
























About OnTrack Reading™


OnTrackReading.com is a collection of phonics resources developed over more than a decade of one-on-one student tutoring across all age groups. Also available for purchase here on the site is an inexpensive but comprehensive workbook-based phonics program that trains essential phonics skills, covers most spellings of English sounds, and includes a unique multisyllable decoding method.
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